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NEW New action for Eclipse: .Cleanup Workbench Files

The workbench stores a list of all open tabs, but in many versions of Notes 9 and 10, it never removes them when they get closed; 
data just accumulates over time. 
This can increase the size of the Eclipse workspace significantly, and can have negative effects on performance and stability. For 
MarvelClient, it means roaming those files will take up more space, time, and bandwidth.

This new action will clean up any unneeded information to deal with all these issues. Just scheduling it to run every few weeks should 
keep the file size in check.

CHANGE The DLL Update action now has a new flag "not on Citrix".

For Citrix users, the MarvelClient binaries are usually part of their images, and don't need to be deployed or updated by each client 
themselves. Stopping DLL Update actions from doing anything there will prevent mistakes and possible startup delays.

This new flag is set by default for all newly created DLL Update actions, and also set retroactively if an older DLL Update action is 
saved. Uncheck this flag if  a VDI.the action fails because it wrongly detects
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The Config DB will now have set the property "Don't maintain unread marks" by default on new installs. This should increase 
performance in some scenarios.

Existing databases are not affected, but turning off unread marks manually can be beneficial and is advised if they are not needed.
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Improved the performance of OnlineUpdate.
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OnlineUpdate usability has been improved. The message boxes displayed and the options given are clearer and more consistent.

Added a button to the OnlineUpdate form to just check for new updates, but not apply them (also available via the Action menu in 
the client).
If it doesn't find any updates, it will now give the option to abort.
At the end, it will now only display a single message box listing all updated components.

FIX Fixed an issue where the Config DB would wrongly report that a newer version of the Analyze DB is available (even if the current one 
was up-to-date).

FIX Fixed an issue where the Config DB would display the wrong versions for available updates if no OnlineUpdate has been performed 
yet.

FIX Fixed an issue where the Eclipse Logging action would not properly set loggers.

FIX Fixed a rare issue in OnlineUpdate where it would abort with an error after changing the included languages. This issue was introduced 
with the template 20200204.

This component release is part of MarvelClient 11.0
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